• And pose a little about doing 'ethnography' Melbourne workshop 2007 what it says on the tin … • Work is done by families in their use of mobile phones Existing literature "An effective strategy is, at first, literally to ignore the literature of theory and fact on the area under study, in order to assure that the emergence of categories will not be contaminated by concepts more suited to different areas."
• Drawn from psychology and sociology But mum when will I be bigger?
• The 'world made strange'
Melbourne workshop 2007
The world made strange …
• M:.
. it was a bit like being in a silent movie … you could see over the handlebars … it made me look at things that I'd taken for granted in a different way …

Melbourne workshop 2007
Stranger in a Strange Land
• 'Sensecam is not looking the way your head is looking'
• S: I noticed how much I was in the car … how much you go shopping … how much of your day is taken up by washing up … you know … you see quite a lot of the insides of my house' • A: you look at newspapers and it's all about lifestyle … that's why I like this … it actually goes into the life you're leading … the boring bits where you're not achieving status … they turn out quite interesting … it focuses on the things we don't [normally] reflect on … you make a slightly different judgement … it can be really reaffirming, to look back on a really nice day and say, oh, it was ok …
Melbourne workshop 2007
• S:… I actually caught her on camera eating a dog biscuit and giving another one to the dog … the guilt on her face … I never ever could have got that if I was trying to take pictures … • N: I took it on holiday and 80% of the photos were of my boyfriend … but what I loved about it was the way it caught his mannerisms and behaviour … the way he'd be looking out the window or watching something else…the mannerisms …
Melbourne workshop 2007
The Past Is A Foreign Country…
• 'It would be interesting to look at someone else's life 60 years ago in the same house … or maybe how people's lives cross if more than one person was wearing them …'
They Do Things Differently There … 
• Give it out to several people at the same event … a rock concert … a football match … see what they all make of it …
